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About This Game

In Pipejob you become a plumber locked in the bathroom.
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This is one of the silliest games on VR at the moment and it's also very fun. Challenging gameplay that will make you sweat.
The tracking isn't always perfect, but I'm not sure if that's because of my "small" roomscale space. Regardless, lots of fun and
highly recommend.. This game is a blast! I bought this for my friend who just got VR and it is the game that makes people laugh
the most when they see people grabbing for the corn poop. Pros: Funny, a good workout, 4 different diverse levels, additional
modes for fun (poop paint and plunger archery), hilarious sound effects, fun for the player and the crowd watching them,
leaderboards, decent price, Cons: Sometimes grabbing the right item with all the poop everywhere can be tricky, tracking is
nearly perfect.. Have you ever wanted to be up to your eyeballs in human excrement but hate the smell? Well here's the game
for you!. Very fun game! Graphics looks nice. Also gameplay was good exercise when I tried to climb the leaderboard. Oh. and
the poo painting. Definitely worth it.. This game is exactly what it is looks like and for some reason I spend some time in it. And
it was all fun and games until pipes broke and I drowned.. I recommend this game with the $8 price in mind. The game
mechanics are simple: fix the pipes, empty the water, and don't drown. The main issue with this game is the fact that you'll be
almost constantly looking straight down, which causes your goggles to need re-adjusting. There's no consistency with being able
to catch things, and I'm not sure what that's about. But again, it's a silly $8 VR game that is actually pretty engaging. This needs
some concentration and skill, and it is fun.. A bug in the game? I have already achieved 6 mintues on the first level but the
second is still locked.
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